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Introduction
Many scientists and patients believe that embryonic stem cell research is the 
next stage of development of cures in the modern world. The idea that many 
diseases can become curable and that cloning can replace the current organ 
donation system with a more efficient process is appealing a world that is 
trying to find answers. There are many who view embryonic stem cell 
research as a procedure with many benefits. There are also many who view 
it as a procedure that is ethically wrong. Despite the promises cloning can 
provide, opponents view the procedure as morally wrong on ideological 
grounds while supporters hope that embryonic stem cell research can 
provide cures for numerous diseases and afflictions.
To understand more of the controversy that surrounds embryonic stem cell 
research, readers must understand the differences and similarities of the 
two different type of cloning: therapeutic cloning and reproductive cloning. 
“Therapeutic cloning creates human embryos through cloning in order to 
harvest their stem cells for medical research; reproductive cloning creates 
the embryos for human reproduction”. (Hansen 880) Both cloning 
procedures begins by removing the nucleus from a female egg cell and a 
somatic (body) cell to remove its genetic material. The nucleus of the 
somatic cell is then transferred to the denucleated female egg. At last, the 
egg is stimulated by a small amount of electricity that tricks the egg to go 
through cell division. Therapeutic cloning and reproductive cloning depends 
on what happen to the egg after it divides. Therapeutic cloning destroys the 
cloned embryo by allowing it to develop for 4-5 days; embryonic stem cells 
are thus harvested. Reproductive cloning implants the cloned embryo into a 
woman’s womb before the embryo dies off.  (Hansen 880)
Although both procedures are controversial, we will be focusing on 
therapeutic cloning. What makes therapeutic cloning controversial is 
because of the destruction of the embryo while developing embryonic stems 
cell for research. Many opponents to embryonic stem cell research believes 
that it is unethical and morally wrong to allow therapeutic cloning to be 
legalized because  they consider the destruction of the embryo of a fertilized 
human egg is murder of human life. Supporters view that embryonic stem 
cell research can provide an understanding to potential cures for rare 
diseases and genetic disorders.
Abstract
Embryonic stem cell research has the potential to regenerate malfunctioning 
tissues and replace harmful cancer cells.  Although it holds the potential to 
alleviate malicious disabilities and diseases, it raises ethical concerns due to the 
destruction of a fertilized human embryo. In certain religions (Catholics and 
Christians), embryonic stem cell research is detested due to the destruction of a 
human at its early stages of life (embryo).  On the other hand, scientists believe 
that embryonic stem cells can “someday…used to treat human diseases.” 
(Hansen 879) This analysis on embryonic stem cell research will consider both 
the supporting and opposing side of the controversy. We will include non-bias 
point of views by presenting both sides of the argument. Our goal is to inform 
our audience of the problem by providing sources with information from both 
sides that allow our audience to understand the ethical controversy that 
surrounds embryonic stem cell research. 
Pros and Cons of Stem Cell Research The pros and cons of stem 
cell research come to the surface when we examine the third 
source of stem cells- Embryonic Cells
Pros:
Research on therapeutic cloning over years has been promising, but adult 
cells by nature do not have a wide scope of application. Stem cells from 
embryos have proven to have greater flexibility than adult cells. Embryonic 
stem cell research can help find cures for or prevent issues such as Cancer of 
various different types, Parkinson‟s disease, Alzheimer‟s, Heart disease, 
Stroke, Diabetes, Various birth defects, Spinal cord injuries, Organ damage 
and even transplant rejection. The reason why it can help with all of these 
issues, and many more, is that embryonic stem cell research uses the 
regenerative cells of an embryo which are able to reproduce any other cell in 
the body. the process of organ transplantation will become much more easier 
if human cloning is developed to its full potential. By resorting to therapeutic 
cloning the doctors will be able to replace damaged tissues and organs in the 
human body, and treat various diseases and disorders with ease, The practice 
of waiting for a donor to obtain the desired organ would come to a halt as the 
required organ can be generated at will. Cloning would also allow infertile 
couples to have their own genetic offspring or otherwise normal couples to 
order designer babies. It has been found that the production of clone tissue 
should be helpful in making aging people look young. According to Dr. 
Richard Seed, one of the leading proponents of human cloning technology, 
one day it should be possible to reverse the aging process. As a result The 
study of stem cells is leading to new knowledge on the cause and treatment of 
birth defects and infertility.
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Cons:
There are many problems and risks that may arise when 
working with embryonic stem cells, one of which is mainly 
the use of any of the findings made. The big problem with 
embryonic stem-cell research is that it leads to the death of an 
embryo, which violates some religious and personal beliefs, 
as some people may believe that human life begins as soon as 
the egg is able to form an embryo and this type of research is 
considered murder no matter how young the cells may be. 
When in fact the cells are taken from embryonic fluid and 
does not bring any harm to that person, but the issue is that 
that embryo is taken from a fertilized egg which causes the 
embryo to die. In addition to that the Progress towards this 
ultimate goal is likely to be slow, controversial and marked by 
repeated setbacks and disappointments. 
The use of adult pluripotent stem cells is becoming a favored 
option over using embryonic stem cells. It has also come to 
consideration that creating life in a Petri dish is a slippery 
slope that can lead to the cloning of humans. Also many fear 
the ban may promote a black market in the buying and selling 
of a woman's eggs. As a result exploitation of embryonic stem 
cells still remains tricky as their continuous proliferation can 
lead to uncontrolled growth and tumors. Many questions are 
still remained unanswered such as Researchers still don't 
know whether to transplant embryonic cells before they have 
differentiated (where cells take on a certain lineage, like heart 
cells, for example) or after . Prof Plant said: ``You have to be 
very careful about your quality control and what you are 
putting in, how you treat them, what factors you use in culture 
before putting them in vivo in a person or an animal. ``If you 
have differentiated them into neurons to treat Parkinson's 
disease, for instance, how do you know if one of those is in an 
undifferentiated state and if left in the brain 10 years later the 
person could suffer a tumor.'„
“Is stem cell research 
ethical?.....”
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Figure 1. Procedure of  reproductive and therapeutic cloning
Figure 2. Chart that shows the population‟s opinion on embryonic stem 
cell research.
Figure 3. Poll that shows  74% of 2,012  adults believe that stem 
cell research should be allowed
